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Spine-tinglers and Spooky Stories 
About this pack  

What does ‘spine-tingling’ mean to you?  

Often we first of all think ‘scary’ – something that will make us shiver with fear – but something spine-

tingling could equally give us shivers of laughter or thrills of pleasure!  

‘Very special and exciting’ is another definition, and in this pack for your Chatterbooks reading group there 

are lots of different books with stories that are scary, absorbing, funny, or fantastic – all of them with 

something special.  

We hope you enjoy them, together with all the discussion and activity ideas, and further reading 

suggestions.   

This pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership Children’s Reading 

Partners.   

Chatterbooks is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 12 years. It is coordinated by The Reading 

Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, 

supporting and inspiring children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a great time reading 

and talking about books.  

Find out more at:  www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks 

You can buy Chatterbooks packs in The Reading Agency shop: 

https://shop.readingagency.org.uk/collections/children  

You can find hundreds of free resources for children on the Chatterbooks resources page: 

https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/?programme=chat   

The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more through 

programmes for adults, young people and children – including the Summer Reading Challenge and 

Chatterbooks. Find out more at www.readingagency.org.uk  

Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries, coordinated 

through The Reading Agency, working together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many 

children and young people as possible. 
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 The books 

The Imaginary                                              A.F. Harrold and Emily Gravett                                 

Bloomsbury Children’s Books                  978-1408850169 

Rudger is Amanda's best friend. He doesn't exist, but nobody's perfect. 

Only Amanda can see her imaginary friend – until the sinister Mr Bunting arrives 

at Amanda's door. Mr Bunting hunts imaginaries. Rumour says that he eats them. 

And he's sniffed out Rudger. Soon Rudger is alone, and running for his imaginary 

life. But can a boy who isn't there survive without a friend to dream him up? 

A.F. Harrold is an English poet who writes and performs for adults and children. He is the owner of many 

books, a handful of hats, a few good ideas and one beard. He spends his time showing off on stage, writing 

poems and books, and stroking his beard (it helps churn the ideas). He lives in Reading with a stand-up 

comedian and two cats. 

Emily Gravett was born in Brighton. She left school with few qualifications and spent 8 years living on the 

road (in a variety of vehicles including a truck, caravan and RAF petrol bus called Toby Diesel) before settling 

back in Brighton and getting a place on the BA(Hons) Illustration course at Brighton University.  Her first 

picture book WOLVES was published in August 2005 to great acclaim, winning the CILIP Kate Greenaway 

Medal and a clutch of other awards it marked the beginning of a stellar career creating extraordinary books 

for children.  

Discussion  

In fact, he thought, feeling a strange tingling, he didn’t even have the imagination to imagine himself…He 

was fading away. Without Amanda to think of him, to remember him, to dream him, to make him real, he 
was slipping away.  

The Imaginary is quite frightening, it’s about an imaginary friend who is scared that he will disappear if his 
real life friend stops thinking about him. 

Has anyone in your group ever had an imaginary friend?  Many of us have – and what we also often do is talk 

to people who aren’t actually with us, by texting and emailing!    

Activity  

Would you rather have an imaginary friend that’s (1) an animal, (2) an inanimate object, (3) a fantasy 

creature (fairies, elves, etc.), (4) a ghost, or (5) someone who’s just an invisible version of someone you 

know? As a group vote on which imaginary friend you would want to join your group. 

Give each member of the group a piece of paper. Each group member then describes a physical feature (e.g. 

one huge eye in the middle of their forehead or spikey hair etc.) of the imaginary friend, with each member 

drawing the friend after each description. Everyone can then share their drawings in a ‘table top gallery’.  
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Annie’s Choice                                          Catherine MacPhail    

Barrington Stoke                                      978-1781123546 

A chillingly atmospheric story. Karam loves his new country, his new city, his new 

school – it’s a fresh start. The only problem is Alex, the school bully. He won’t 

leave Karam alone and it’s starting to tarnish his shiny new life. But when Karam 

makes a new friend who promises to help deal with Alex, things start to change. 

Who is Annie? What power does she have over Alex?     

This book is particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers 

aged 8+.  

Catherine MacPhail is a highly-acclaimed writer of gritty, urban stories which tackle contemporary issues. 

Many of her books are based on real-life experiences. She has written a number of titles for Barrington 

Stoke, including Under the Skin and Hide and Seek. Her bestselling book Another Me (Bloomsbury) has been 

adapted into a film starring Jonathon Rhys Meyers. She lives in Greenock. 

Discussion  

It was as if there was someone else standing close beside Alex. A girl. Was that a face he could see? She 

seemed to be whispering in his ear. And it almost looked as if Alex was trying to turn away, trying not to hear 

what that ghostly image was saying.  

Which would you find more spine-tingling – being haunted by a ghost or poltergeist, or having a spirit take 

over your mind and your thoughts?  Could this really happen, or is it the power of Alex’s imagination? You 

could then think of more ‘spine-chilling’ characters and ask ‘would you rather face…’ (E.g. Dracula or a 

Werewolf?). 

Activity  

Draw a monster spine-tingling creature  

 

Get a long sheet of paper and fold it in four. This will give you four sections lengthways.  

 

Use each section for drawing a part of the body of your monster, starting at the top with the head, and then 

a section each for body and arms; legs; feet (or maybe tentacles?!) Have one person drawing, to the 

suggestions of the rest of the group – keep the paper folded so that when you’re drawing you can only see 

that particular part of the body.  

 

When you’ve done all the sections, open up the whole sheet of paper to reveal your amazing creature!        
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The Legend of Podkin One-Ear              Kieran Larwood    

Faber and Faber                                       978-0571328406 

Podkin is the son of a warrior chieftain. He knows that one day it will be up to him 

to lead his warren and guard it in times of danger. But for now, he's quite happy to 

laze around annoying his older sister Paz, and playing with his baby brother Pook. 

Then Podkin's home is brutally attacked, and the young rabbits are forced to flee. 

The terrifying Gorm are on the rampage, and no one and nowhere is safe. With 

danger all around them, Podkin must protect his family, uncover his destiny, and 

attempt to defeat the most horrifying enemy rabbitkind has ever known. 

 

Kieran Larwood is the author of Middle Grade children's books The Peculiars and The Five Realms series. He 

worked as a Reception class teacher for fifteen years, and has just about recovered. He now writes full time 

and drinks far too much coffee. He won the 2011 Times Children's Fiction competition with his debut novel, 

and the 2017 Blue Peter Book Award for Podkin One-Ear, his second book. 

Discussion  

The fearsome Gorm – zombie like iron-clad rabbits – and their leader Scramashank storm the warren, killing 

his father and taking all the rabbits prisoner. The Gorm are in thrall to strange underground iron structures 

that exert influence over the rabbits changing them into brutal warmongers intent on destroying the natural 

balance of the world. Do you think The Gorm are scary villains? Do you think that The Gorm Chief, 

Scramashank, is scary? How does the author achieve this? 

Activity  

Crunch, crunch, crunch; click, clack; boom, boom – look at onomatopoeia. Think of some 

onomatopoeic words of your own. 

 

Crom helps them. Mish kicked at the door making it boom like a drum; the lock shrieked, groaned 

and finally clunked.  

 

Think of good onomatopoeic words for other things like a rusty window, an old bicycle, a rushing stream. 

Look at The Bells by Edgar Allan Poe and Storm by Olisha Starr. Write your own onomatopoeic poem. 
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The Ghost of Thomas Kempe                Dame Penelope Lively    

Egmont                                                      978-1405225427 

James is fed up. His family has moved to a new cottage – with grounds that are 

great for excavations, and trees that are perfect for climbing – and stuff is 

happening. Stuff that is normally the kind of thing he does. And he's getting 

blamed for it. But it's not him who's writing strange things on shopping lists and 

fences. It's not him who smashes bottles and pours tea in the Vicar's lap. It's a 

ghost – honestly. Thomas Kempe the apothecary has returned and he wants 

James to be his apprentice. No one else believes in ghosts. It's up to James to get 

rid of him. Or he'll have no pocket money or pudding ever again. 

Dame Penelope Lively is a British writer of fiction for both children and adults. Lively has won both the 

Booker Prize and the Carnegie Medal for British children's books. 

Discussion  

Spine-tingling  

Talk about what this means to everyone.   

What tingles your spine?   Gives you a shivery feeling? It could be scary – or thrilling – or fun – or the most 

exciting thing ever!  Collect a list of your group’s most spine-tingling things on a flip chart. 

Activity  

Think of all the scary noises you know – it could be the word for the sound – e.g. ‘wailing’ – or the sound 

itself – e.g. ‘whoooh!’  Collect all your noises on a flip chart. Try making each noise – maybe in a group, or 

one at a time. Or each with a different noise all at the same time!    

 

Get your group to imagine a scary scene from the book – what made this description scary? Find the scene 

within the book and read it aloud.  List all the noises there could be and write a short scene together – e.g. 

‘She heard the branches creaking and the wind whistling. An owl hooted…’  Then someone reads the 

narrative and everyone else makes the noises to go with it. 

 

The Secret of the Purple Lake                Yaba Badoe and Gbolahan Adams 

 Cassava Republic Press                          978-1405225427 

The Secret of the Purple Lake is a collection of five interlinked stories that take us 

from Ghana to Orkney, and from Spain to Norway and Thailand. As a minor 

character from one story assumes a major role in the next, we meet a fascinating 

cast, including Imoro the magic elephant, the Walrus Prince, and the Wild 

Princesses of Rousay. The protagonist of the opening tale, The Fisherman's 

Daughter, has to retrieve her dead father's bones from the bottom of the sea, in 

order to bring harmony back to her seaside village. In fulfilling her task, she must 
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evade the clutches of The Fish-man of the Purple Lake. The Fish-man, a monstrous creature with the body of 

a man and the head of a fish, was once a beautiful boy from the Sahel, and has his own story about how he 

became the Fish-man. 

Yaba Badoe was born in Tamale, northern Ghana. She left Ghana to be educated in Britain at a very young 

age. A graduate of King's College, Cambridge, Badoe worked as a civil servant at the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs in Ghana, before beginning her career in journalism as a trainee at the BBC. 

Discussion 

The interlinked stories within the book are set in and inspired by different countries and settings.  Discuss as 

a group places that they have visited before which they thought were spooky and made their spine tingle. 

What was it about the place that made it spooky? Can they describe it to the group?  

Activity  

Telling spine-tingling stories  

Have a story time session with your group: draw the blinds, gather in a circle as if round a campfire, creating 

a spine-tingling story-telling atmosphere, and read one of the stories by torchlight. Do the group know any 

spooky stories that they want to share? 

The Demon Headmaster                                   Gillian Cross    

Oxford University Press Children’s                978-0192745767 

When Dinah is fostered by the Hunters she thinks her biggest problem will be 

fitting in with her foster-brothers, Lloyd and Harvey. However, once she starts at 

her new school it's clear that there's more to worry about. All the children, apart 

from a handful including Lloyd and Harvey, are too well-behaved – robotic almost 

– and oddly keen to please the creepy headmaster. The three children set out to 

discover the nature of his influence over everyone…but then Dinah finds herself 

saying and doing things she has no power over. Soon they uncover the 

headmaster's wicked plan. Controlling the school is just a practice run. He has set 

his sights on dominating the entire nation! The children must foil him before he succeeds…but with Dinah 

under his spell they've got a challenge on their hands. 

Gillian Cross was born in London in 1945, and studied at Somerville College, Oxford and the University of 

Sussex. She is the author of several children's books, including the popular Demon Headmaster stories. 

These books were made into a successful BBC television series, and a musical, which first went on tour in 

1998. 

Discussion  

Watch Blue Peter’s Barney Harwood reading extracts from the book: https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-

clips-video/barney-harwood-presents-the-demon-headmaster/zvsvcqt.   

https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-clips-video/barney-harwood-presents-the-demon-headmaster/zvsvcqt
https://www.bbc.com/teach/class-clips-video/barney-harwood-presents-the-demon-headmaster/zvsvcqt
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 Ask the group to consider what is different about the school and the Headmaster.  

 How can you tell the Headmaster isn't like other teachers? 

 How does the author describe the Headmaster's character? 

 Discuss in pairs different ideas for getting rid of the Demon Headmaster. Could you get the other 

pupils in your school on your side? Would you tell your parents? 

Activity  

Children can use the attached template to create hypnotic glasses that could be used by a villain in a scary 

story. What power will the glasses give the wearer? 
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The Witches                                         Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake                                 

Puffin                                                     978-0141365473 

 

BEWARE. 

Real witches dress in ordinary clothes and look like ordinary women. But they are 

not ordinary. They are always plotting and scheming with murderous, bloodthirsty 

thoughts – and they hate children. The Grand High Witch hates children most of 

all and plans to make every single one of YOU disappear. 

 

Only one boy and his grandmother can stop her, but if their plan fails the Grand 

High Witch will frizzle them like fritters, and then what...? 

Roald Dahl was the son of Norwegian parents and was born in Wales in 1916 then educated at Repton. He 

was a fighter pilot for the RAF during World War Two, and it was while writing about his experiences during 

this time that he started his career as an author. His fabulously popular children's books are read by children 

all over the world.  

Quentin Blake was born in the suburbs of London in 1932 and has drawn ever since he can remember. He 

went to Chislehurst and Sidcup Grammar School, followed by National Service. Then he studied English at 

Downing College, Cambridge, going on to do a postgraduate teaching diploma at the University of London, 

followed by life-classes at Chelsea Art School. He has always made his living as an illustrator, as well as 

teaching for over twenty years at the Royal College of Art, where he was head of the Illustration department 

from 1978 to 1986. His first drawings were published in Punch while he was 16 and still at school. He 

continued to draw for Punch, The Spectator and other magazines over many years, while at the same time 

entering the world of children's books with A Drink of Water by John Yeoman in 1960. 

Discussion  

“There is a secret society of Witches in every country," said my grandmother. "An English witch will know all 

the other witches in England. They swap deadly recipes. Goodness knows what else they talk about. I hate to 

think." Unfortunately, there is no way of telling for sure whether a woman is a witch or not – but there are a 

number of little signals that you can look out for, as the hero of this story finds out. But can he foil the Grand 

High Witch and her gang before he is squelched forever? 

How does Roald Dahl describe the features of the witch within the story?  

Discuss other stories that feature witches (e.g. Winnie The Witch, The Worst Witch, The Wizard of Oz and 

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe etc.). How are they similar / different to the witches in this book? 

The witches' motto is 'Squish them and squiggle them and make them disappear'.  

Can you find out any other mottos? Can you think of a motto for your family / school / town? 

Activity  

Provide the children with black paper and white chalk. Get them to draw characters that they think of from 

spooky stories. Share them as a group – can the rest of the group guess who has been drawn? 
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Goosebumps: Creepy Creatures (Graphix)                        R.L. Stine    

Scholastic                                                                                 978-0439841252 

Watch your back! Three of Goosebumps' scariest monsters come alive in this howling, 

growling, spine-chilling comic book! This anthology contains The Scarecrow Walks at 

Midnight, The Abominable Snowman of Pasadena and The Werewolf of Fever Swamp.  

R.L. Stine’s books are read all over the world. So far, his books have sold more than 

300 million copies, making him one of the most popular children’s authors in history. 

Besides Goosebumps, R.L. Stine has written the teen series Fear Street and the funny 

series Rotten School, as well as the Mostly Ghostly series, The Nightmare Room 

series, and the thriller Dangerous Girls. R.L. Stine lives in New York with his wife, Jane, and his King Charles 

spaniel. 

Discussion  

Start with a discussion about what the group finds frightening. Make a collective list of all of their 

suggestions. Once the list is complete, put tally marks next to each answer to show people how 

many identify each thing as scary.  

 

Think about the stories within Creepy Creatures: which was the scariest? How many of the suggestions on 

your list appeared? What could be added to make the stories even scarier? 

Activity  

Children can use the template on page 14 of this pack to create their own ‘spine-tingling’ graphic novel story. 

They can use the stories within the Goosebumps book for inspiration or you could come up with a group 

story that the children can then create.  
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More activity ideas 

Ideas for discussion and activities  

To inspire and follow-up on these activities, get together a collection of all kinds of books which have that 

spine-tingling factor! A flip chart would also be useful for gathering your group’s ideas and responses.  

  

Book talk  

Talking about the books: some book-talk questions  

Get everyone to share their first responses to a book. This could be with the whole group – or children could 

discuss in pairs, and then share feelings and questions with everyone.  

Ask lots of open questions to get people talking and encourage discussion about feelings and responses to 

the story, the characters, and the way the story is told with lots of illustrations linking in with the text.  

There are no right or wrong answers to any of the questions – we will all have our own feelings and opinions 

about the book, and the things we like, or don’t like!  

 

Here are some questions to get you going:  

 

 What did you like about the book?  

 Was there anything that you disliked?  Was there anything that puzzled you?  

 Were there any patterns – any connections – that you noticed?  

 What did you think of the way the story was told in the pictures as well as in the words?  

  

Spine-tingling books  

Then move on to books - what are people’s most spine-tingling books?   

A book you just couldn’t put down – or a book that gets you too scared to sleep at night?  

Or one where something special happens that you want to read over and over…?   

 

Tell each other in pairs, then share with the group.  

Write about your books: you could make a special Chatterbooks file of recommended spine-tinglers or 

create a display.  
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Wordsearch – Some scary spine-tingling creatures and beings!  

 

Look for them in the squares below – across, down, up, diagonally, and from right to left.   

Do you know who or what they all are? (The Wordsearch answer is at the end of this pack.)  

  

MONSTER    VAMPIRE    ZOMBIE  ALIEN   DRAGON  WIZARD  

WEREWOLF  SKELETON    DEMON  MEDUSA  CYCLOPS    

SPIDER    SPOOK    BATS   POLTERGEIST   

  

  

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Answers on page 15 

 

  

Q  W  X  P  O  L  T  E  R  G  E  I  S  T  X  W  

Y  P  Q  X  V  N  W  B  C  E  A  Z  F  Q  G  E  

Z  V  T  L  O  D  T  E  Q  U  R  O  Z  O  P  R  

B  M  G  B  R  Z  V  C  Z  V  A  M  P  I  R  E  

S  F  H  A  G  V  A  M  V  V  X  B  W  J  G  W  

N  P  G  E  P  X  C  Z  X  A  L  I  E  N  X  O  

X  O  C  G  H  Z  Y  S  Z  S  X  E  X  W  B  L  

N  V  B  J  H  V  C  X  N  U  Z  M  L  V  X  F  

O  X  M  K  Y  M  L  E  L  D  A  S  X  C  H  L  

T  Q  K  V  K  O  O  P  S  E  X  V  N  B  G  M  

E  Z  O  N  D  N  P  S  Q  M  W  U  X  Z  K  V  

L  V  P  O  Z  S  S  D  F  X  Q  I  F  G  J  Z  

E  P  B  M  B  T  Q  R  T  M  Z  A  Z  B  G  Q  

K  E  T  E  X  E  L  J  G  D  S  Z  W  A  V  K  

S  P  I  D  E  R  B  X  N  X  Q  M  P  V  R  L  

W  J  Z  V  B  M  X  B  A  T  S  V  N  P  Q  D  
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Longer activities  

Spine-tingling creatures  

Talk about all the creatures in the Wordsearch above. Can you think of any more? Make a list and next to 

each one write down its characteristics – e.g. ‘Medusa: snakes for hair. If you look at her eyes you will turn 

to stone.’  

Write the names of all the creatures on slips of paper; put these in a hat for each person to draw out the 

name of a creature. They then role-play their creature and everyone has to guess what it is!  

  

Write a ghost story!  

Imagine you’re a ghost from another time coming to haunt a house in the present day. Think about all these 

things for your story:  

From which time have you come? Who are you? How did you die? Where have you come to? Who lives in 

this house? What do you do to haunt them? How do they react?  

You group could create this story together, or each write their own stories.  

  

 

Haunted House  

You could get inspiration for this activity from the spine-tingling reading 

suggestions in this pack.  

 

Your group could make their own haunted houses using shoe boxes or 

similar sized boxes. Cut away the front of the box and then create a 

room or rooms within the box.  

 The ‘haunted houses’ could be story houses, where children make up a 

story and act it out in their house with cut-out figures.  

                                                          Or you could make a diorama of a spine-tingling scene.  

                                                                                                               

 

 Pumpkin Carving  

 

The tradition of carving faces into vegetables dates back to the Celts. As part of their autumnal celebration, 

they wanted to light the way to their homes for the good spirits, so they carved faces into vegetables such as 

turnips and squash. 

 

There are lots of videos on YouTube which you can use to get tips on how to carve a pumpkin (or other 

vegetable) which you may want to share with your group. Here is a video that we would suggest: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOqh8NeCJ0s.  

 

Tell a story using Halloween shadow puppets 

 

Craft and stage a shadow puppet play of the children’s favourite spine-tingler. There are a set of great 

instructions on how to do this here: 

https://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Special_Occassions/Halloween/halloweenshadowpuppets/hall

oweenshadowpuppets.html.  

 
 

    
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOqh8NeCJ0s
https://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Special_Occassions/Halloween/halloweenshadowpuppets/halloweenshadowpuppets.html
https://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Special_Occassions/Halloween/halloweenshadowpuppets/halloweenshadowpuppets.html
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More Spine-tinglers and Spooky Stories 
 

AUTHOR  TITLE  PUBLISHER  ISBN  

Elen Caldecott  The Mystery of Wickworth Manor  Bloomsbury  978-1408820483  

Terry Deary  The Vampire of Croglin   Barrington Stoke  978-1781124581  

Paul Howard I want to go Trick-or-Treating Bloomsbury 978-1408892879 

Bram Stoker Ladybird Classics: Dracula Ladybird 978-0723297055 

Ross Mackenzie Shadowsmith Kelpies 978-1782503040 

Darren Shan Cirque Du Freak Harper Collins 978-0006754169 

Michelle Harrison  The Thirteen Treasures  Simon & Schuster  978-1471121678  

Mary Shelley Frankenstein Scholastic 978-1407144047 

Barry Hutchison & Chris 
Mould  

The Swivel-Headed Ogre Thing  Nosy Crow  978-0857633064  

Claire Baker Picklewitch and Jack Faber 9780571335183 

Caryl Hart The Invincibles: The Beast of 
Bramble Woods 

Nosy Crow 978-0857639158 

Garth Jennings  The Deadly 7  
See our Gobstoppers pack  

Macmillan  078-1447251712  

Megan McDonald &  
Peter Reynolds  

Stink and the Midnight Zombie 
Walk  

Walker Books  978-1406347043  

Sue Mongredien &  Nick 
East  

Harry and the Monster  Little Tiger  978-1848952997  

Valerie Thomas &  Korky 
Paul  

Winnie’s Haunted House  OUP  978-0192744067  

FOR OLDER READERS    

Alexander Yates  The Winter Palace  Simon & Schuster  978-1481445283  

Marcus Sedgwick The Monsters We Deserve Zephyr 978-1788542302 

Sophie McKenzie   SweetFreak Simon & Schuster 978-1471122231 

 Ransom Riggs  Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar 
Children 

 Quirk Books  978-1594746031 

SCARY STORY COLLECTIONS        

Louise Cooper  Short and Spooky!  OUP  978-0192754127  

Paul Dowswell True Ghost Stories  Usborne  978-0746093733  

Michael Morpurgo  The White Horse of Zennor  Egmont  978-1405256759  

Chris Priestley  Tales of Terror from the Black Ship  Bloomsbury  978-1408802755  

Alvin Schwartz & Brett 
Helquist  

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark  HarperCollins  978-0060835200  

 

http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
http://readinggroups.org/resources/755
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Goosebumps: Creepy Creatures – graphic novel story template 
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Q  W  X  P  O  L  T  E  R  G  E  I  S  T  X  W  

Y  P  Q  X  V  N  W  B  C  E  A  Z  F  Q  G  E  

Z  V  T  L  O  D  T  E  Q  U  R  O  Z  O  P  R  

B  M  G  B  R  Z  V  C  Z  V  A  M  P  I  R  E  

S  F  H  A  G  V  A  M  V  V  X  B  W  J  G  W  

N  P  G  E  P  X  C  Z  X  A  L  I  E  N  X  O  

X  O  C  G  H  Z  Y  S  Z  S  X  E  X  W  B  L  

N  V  B  J  H  V  C  X  N  U  Z  M  L  V  X  F  

O  X  M  K  Y  M  L  E  L  D  A  S  X  C  H  L  

T  Q  K  V  K  O  O  P  S  E  X  V  N  B  G  M  

E  Z  O  N  D  N  P  S  Q  M  W  U  X  Z  K  V  

L  V  P  O  Z  S  S  D  F  X  Q  I  F  G  J  Z  

E  P  B  M  B  T  Q  R  T  M  Z  A  Z  B  G  Q  

K  E  T  E  X  E  L  J  G  D  S  Z  W  A  V  K  

S  P  I  D  E  R  B  X  N  X  Q  M  P  V  R  L  

W  J  Z  V  B  M  X  B  A  T  S  V  N  P  Q  D  


